Summer
Screenwash

Carburettor Cleaner

Insect Remover

A special carb cleaner to remove gum,
lacquer and general deposits from the
carburettor and air intake manifold.

Specially developed to remove squashed
insects from bodywork, headlights and
windscreens. A second application may
be required for more stubborn insect
remains.

Winter Screenwash
-50º Ready-to-use

Winter Screenwash
-22º Ready-to-use

Bike Wash

Chain Cleaning Gel

A concentrated screenwash to remove
winter dirt and salt, with special additives
to prevent the windscreen and nozzle
freezing in temperatures as low as -50º.

A concentrated screenwash to remove
winter dirt and salt, with special additives
to prevent the windscreen and nozzle
freezing in temperatures as low as -22º.

Fuel Stabilizer

PTFE Multi Spray

A simple-to-use, multi-surface cleaner
specially developed to keep your bike in
tip top condition. PRO Honda Bike Wash
is safe to use on all surfaces and components, including polished alloys, plating,
paintwork, rubber and plastics. It’s also
an effective de-greaser and shampoo
for the easy removal of traffic film, salt,
brake dust, oil and grease.

To keep your chain operating effectively
and to protect it against wear, it needs
cleaning, as well as lubrication. PRO
Honda Chain Cleaning Gel penetrates
deeply and adheres to the chain during
the soaking process. It’s easy to use and
is safe for O/X/Y-ring chains. To maximise chain protection, use PRO Honda
Chain Spray to lubricate after cleaning.

The PRO Honda Fuel Stabilizer is ideal
for engines that are only run occasionally
or in long-term storage. It keeps fuel in
optimum condition and prevents the build
up of deposits.

A multi-purpose lubricant with special
PTFE additives to protect all kinds of
metal against moisture and corrosion.
PRO Honda PTFE Multi Spray penetrates
the finest of pores and has superb antifriction properties.

Paint & Plastic
Polish Spray

Bright Metal Polish

Brake Cleaner

PTFE Chain Spray

The quick and easy way to remove brake
dust, fluid, oil, grease and other contaminants from brake and clutch systems.

A high-quality, moisture-repellent lubricant with unique adhesive power and
superb penetrative qualities.

A powerful screen wash for summer use
to get rid of flies and dirt, quickly and
easily.

Coolant
Ready-to-use

Wash & Wax
Shampoo

Offering protection against corrosion, as
well as temperatures down to as low as
-36º, PRO Honda Coolant protects all
kinds of metals used in modern Honda
engines and cooling systems.

A gentle cleaner with care additives that
will dry without spots and with the minimum of effort. It’s easy on your paintwork
and offers superb protection against the
worst of the weather.

Tyre Shine

Quick Paint Polish

The perfect way to restore gloss and lustre to your tyres and protect them against
the elements. The PRO Honda Tyre Shine
is water-based and silicone-free to keep
your tyre walls supple and in showroom
condition.

A carefully-selected blend of waxes and
resins allows PRO Honda Quick Paint
Polish to give a rich and deep shine to all
types of car paints.

Showroom Polish

Ultra Leather Cleaner

A versatile, multi-purpose polish to bring
the lustre back to your pre-cleaned
Honda. It removes fingerprints and dust
and restores the paintwork’s natural
sheen. PRO Honda Showroom Polish is
non-abrasive and ideal for a variety of
surfaces, including paintwork, plastics
and chrome.

Cleans deep down – right into the grain
of your leather upholstery and other
leather surfaces without staining or altering the original colour.

Wheel Cleaner

Ultra Leather Care

An extremely effective cleaner for all alloy
wheels that quickly removes all brake
dust, oil, dirt and other contaminants.
Its unique formula means it penetrates
quickly, getting to work fast and making
the job easier.

Protect your leather and preserve its
natural suppleness with PRO Honda
Ultra Leather Care. It penetrates deeply,
feeding the leather to prevent cracking and ageing, while special additives
protect against bleaching by ultra-violet
light.

An easy-to-use polish spray that cleans,
renovates and protects all painted and
plastic surfaces, plus chrome and aluminium. It finishes to a deep lustre, leaving
no streaks, spots or greasy film. PRO
Honda Paint & Plastic Polish Spray is also
non-abrasive and dries to a hard wax
finish.

Helmet & Windshield
Cleaner
An effective cleaner to remove squashed
insects quickly and easily from your helmet visor and screen. A second application may be required for more stubborn
insect remains.

For long-lasting protection and a deep,
durable shine, PRO Honda Bright
Metal Polish is ideal. Leaving the surface
water-repellent, it also protects against
rust and corrosion.

Motorcycle
Engine Shine

Exterior
Plastic Renewer

After cleaning, give all parts of your engine a deep, water-repellent gloss finish
that protects against rust and corrosion.
Suitable for all engine surfaces, including
plastic, rubber and metal.

A specially-developed, silicon-free blend
of refined mineral oils and greases that
creates a water-repellent, transparent
layer to protect all plastic and rubber
surfaces from traffic film and other damaging external elements.

Honda
Gloss Protect

Cockpit Spray

After washing your car, give it a protective, hydrophilic layer with Honda Gloss
Protect. Dirt just rinses off with clear water and the protective layer maintains the
paint’s natural deep lustre. One set will
give enough protection for 16 D-segment
saloon cars.

Superb cleaning performance that will
leave all treated surfaces with a shiny
wax film for that just-polished finish.

Hondalock 3

Handgrip Cement

A high-strength, green-coloured treadlock for semi-permanent and/or hightorque fasteners. Helps to retain gears,
bearings and pulleys to their shafts.

A specially-developed heat resistant
glue, which is also recommended for the
installation of heated grips.

Windshield
Glass Adhesive

Liquid Gasket
1216E

A highly-advanced adhesive for installing a new windshield in the car, giving a
perfect seal that’s watertight and airtight.

A highly effective sealing agent for crankcases, mission cases, oil pump cases,
joint parts of oil pans and head covers.
As well as being resistant to oil and heat,
it is also solvent-free.

Service & Maintenance
Cleaners & Polishes
Assembly & Repair

